
Children’s Science Fiction (XSF) 

Asch, Frank. STAR JUMPER: JOURNAL OF 

A CARDBOARD GENIUS. 
 
Determined to get far away from his evil 

little brother, Alex works to design a 
spaceship that will take him so far away 
from Earth that not even the NASA 
experts can find him. (series) 

Cameron, Eleanor.  THE WONDERFUL 

FLIGHT TO THE MUSHROOM PLANET.   
 

A mystery man inspires two boys to build 
a space ship which takes them to 

Basidium to help the Mushroom people. 
(series) 

Brallier, Max. COSMOE’S WIENER 

GETAWAY.   
 
Meet Cosmoe, the Earth-Boy. He’s 
captain of the Neon Weiner, the finest 
flying food truck in the galaxy. Along with 
his buddy, Big Humphree, he spends his 

days cruising the cosmos and staying 
crazy busy. (series) 

Christopher, John. THE WHITE 

MOUNTAINS. 
 
In a future in which aliens rule the earth, 
a boy escapes his village to find freedom 
in the Alps. (series)  

DiTerlizzi, Tony. THE SEARCH FOR 

WONDLA.  
 

Living in isolation with a robot on what 
appears to be an alien world populated 
with bizarre life forms, a twelve-year-old 
human girl called Eva Nine sets out on a 
journey to find others like her.  (series) 

 

Etchemendy, Nancy. THE POWER OF UN.  

 

Gib has a device that allows him to undo 
events from the past, but using it is very 

complicated.  

Fox, Helen.  EAGER.   

 
Robot EGR3, a.k.a. Eager, makes a 
startling discovery about the high-tech, 
humanesque BDC4 robots. 

Haarsma, P.J.  THE SOFTWIRE: VIRUS ON 

ORBIS 1.  

 
When twelve-year-old Johnny and his 
sister arrive on Orbits in a space ship of 

orphans, he finds he has a unique ability 
to communicate with computers. 

Haddix, Margaret. FOUND.  

 
When adopted twins Jonah and Chip learn 
they were discovered on a plane full of 
babies with no adults on board they 
realize they have uncovered a mystery 

involving time travel.  (series) 

Haddon, Mark. BOOM! (OR 70,000 LIGHT 
YEARS) 

 
When Jim and Charlie overhear two of 
their teachers talking in a secret language 
and the two friends set out to solve the 

mystery, they do not expect the dire 

consequences of their actions. 

Holt, K.A. MIKE STELLAR: NERVES OF 

STEEL. 
 
Mike is suspicious when his family joins 
an expedition to Mars at the last minute, 
and his fears are confirmed when all of 
the adults on the colonizing mission, 
including his parents, begin to act 

strangely. 

Hulme, John. THE GLITCH IN SLEEP.  

 

Twelve-year-old Becker Drane must fix a 
disastrous glitch in the Department of 

Sleep that threatens everyone's ability to 
ever fall asleep again. (series) 

Lynch, Chris. CYBERIA. 

 
In a future where computer chips control 
animals, a young boy who can 
communicate with animals tries to help 
them become free. 

Nelson, Peter.  HERBERT’S WORMHOLE.   

 
When almost-sixth-grader Alex is forced 

on a "playdate" with his neighbor 
Herbert, an inventor, the two travel to 
the twenty-second century and face off 
against aliens. 

Nylund, Eric S.  THE RESISTERS.   
 

When twelve-year-olds Madison and Felix 
kidnap him, Ethan learns that the Earth 

has been taken over by aliens and that all 
the adults in the world are under mind 

control. 

Paulsen, Gary.  THE TIME HACKERS.   
 

When someone plays a prank on Dorso 
Clayman, he and his best friend set off on 
a journey through space and time trying 
to stop the gamesters who are 
endangering the universe. 

Rex, Adam.  THE TRUE MEANING OF 

SMEKDAY.  
 
When her mother is abducted by aliens 

11 year-old Tip hops in the family car and 
heads south to find her and meets an 
alien mechanic who agrees to help her. 



Samphire, Patrick. SECRETS OF THE 

DRAGON TOMB. 

 
When his parents are kidnapped, twelve-

year –old Edward leads his sisters and 
cousin in an effort to rescue them across 
the danger-filled landscape of nineteenth-
century Mars. 

Scieszka, Jon. SPACEHEADZ. 

 
On his first day at Brooklyn's P.S. 858, 
fifth-grader Michael K. is teamed with two 
very strange students, and while he 

gradually comes to believe they are aliens 
who need his help, he has trouble 
convincing anyone else of the truth. 

Service, Pamela F. MY COUSIN, THE 

ALIEN.  

While at a resort on a vacation trip his 

uncle won, Zack begins wondering if his 
cousin has been telling the truth for 
years--that he really is an alien prince 
sent to Earth for protection. 

Smith, Clete Barrett.  ALIENS ON 

VACATION.   
 

A boy discovers that each room at his 
grandmother’s inn is actually a portal to 
space and the inn's visitors are aliens 
who are vacationing on Earth. (series) 

White, Ruth. YOU’LL LIKE IT HERE 

(EVERYBODY DOES). 

 
Forced to flee a small North Carolina town 
when the neighbors suspect they are 

aliens, sixth-grader Meggie Blue and her 
family leave Earth and arrive in Fashion 
City, where individuality is punished and 
the greatest crime is being “grossly 
unique.” 

Williams, Mark. DANGER BOY. 

 

When twelve-year-old Eli becomes 
involved with time travel experiments he 

travels to fifth-century Alexandria, Egypt. 

Children’s Graphic Novels (XGN) 

Thompson, Craig. SPACE DUMPLINS. 

 
When her father goes missing while on a 
hazardous job in space, Violet Marlocke 
sets out with a group of misfit friends on 
a quest to find him. 
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